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Macroeconomics 



BullAndBearWise.com 

For:  Investor who looks towards what is likely 
  to be. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Macro-economic indicators 
Provides: Provides a overall market strength index 
  and about 60 indicators with analysis,  
  weighting and historical charts. 



Market Research 



CXOAdvisory.com 

For:  Investor who wants to understand 
  what investing is all about. 
Cost:  Much free but membership required  
  for the good stuff. 
Strength: Market research. 
Provides: This site is loaded with useful   
  information focused on methods of  
  investing, grading Gurus, market   
  anomaly’s 



Over/Under Valuation 



Morningstar.com 
For:  Fundamental investor. 
Strength: Provides market Over/Under Valuation 
  for many market sectors. 
Cost:  Free 
Where: Enter Morningstar.com then under Stock 
  Research in right-hand column click on 
  Market Value Fair 
Provides: Tells you % Over and Under valuation 
  for many different economic sectors and 
  it provides a graph showing you the  
  valuation trend. 



Momentum Strategies 



SumGrowth.com 

For:  Investor who believes in momentum  
  strategies. 
Cost:  Expect to pay $25/month to follow up to 
  10 strategies. 
Strength: Provides a “Ride the fastest horse  
  momentum strategy. 
Provides:  This is a fascinating site that has   
  attracted many of our members.  It  
  provides specific specific trading  
  recommendations. 



Company Fundamentals 



WolframAlpha.com 

User:  Fundamentalist investor. 
Cost:  Free.  
Strength: Company fundamentals. 
Provides:  There is nothing quite like    
  WolframAlpha.  It answers complex  
  questions.  It provides fundamental data 
  for thousands of stocks and it allows you 
  to rank stocks by difficult to obtain key 
  information.  It is a work of genius. 



Key Ratios 



Stock screens 



AAII.org 

For:  Investors who like to use stock screens. 
Cost:  Membership required - $48/year 
User:  Investor who likes a wide choice of  
  screening strategies. 
Strength: A wide selection of screening strategies. 
Provides: Performance of about 80 widely known 
  strategies. About 10 returned more than 
  15%/year over the past 10 years.  
Caution: Some work required to follow strategies. 



Here’s the results … 
     SHADOW STOCK PORTFOLIO 
   1994 to 2013 YTD 
Investment: S&P 500 SC Index Shadow 
         Stock 
# Years:  19.4  19.4  19.4 
% Winning Yrs: 79.4  69.1  79.4  
CAR%:    8.7    9.6  17.1 
Avg. Ann. Ret.: 10.5  11.4  21.0 
#Trans./Year:   1.0    1.0  24.1 
MDD%:  37.0  36.0  50.8 
 



Stock data and opinion 



Finance.Yahoo.com 

For:  Investor who wants basic information. 
Cost:  Free. 
Strength: Lots of information. 
Provides: This is the site if you want to know the 
  name, code, address, cost, objective,  
  trading volume, years in operation,  
  statistics and so on of a listed investment. 



Market action 



Adrich.com 

For:  Anybody who wants to track the market 
  and can live with a 15-minute delay. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Market action for about 25 Indexes. 
Provides:  Provides 15-minute delayed charts for  
  key market, commodity and currency  
  exchange indexes. It also offers   
  common-sense commentary from Mr.  
  Richards. 



Insightful economic charts 



What do you see that’s important? 



Here’s another … 



Chartoftheday.com 

For:  Investor who wants insight into events. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Provides insight into what is really  
  going on. 
Provides: A pertinent up-to-the-minute chart that 
  explains important events is provided  
  daily.  Count on one or two a week that 
  are real winners.  Should be part of an  
  investors daily routine. 



Strategies 



ETF.stock-
encyclopedia.com/strategy/by-
investment-strategy.html 

For:  Investor who has an investment strategy. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Categorizes ETFs by strategy followed. 
Provides: This service is invaluable in that it   
  provides a list of ETFs that follow a  
  strategy including some that will take  
  you out of the market when it tanks. 



US Economic activity 



www.ism.ws//ISMReport/MfgROB.cfm?
navItemNumber=12942 

For:  Investor who wants to know how well the 
  manufacturing sector is doing. 
Cost:  Free. 
Strength: The CFNAI indicator works well. 
Provides: If you want to know when to get out of 
  the market and get back in, watch this  
  indicator.  Notice the complete list is in a 
  series that tells you where you are in  
  manufacturing.  This is important. 



GURU opinion - access 



InvestorHome.com 

For:  Investor seeking ideas and expert  
  commentary. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Access to commentary. 
Provides: Provides easy access to sites that are 
  difficult to find or have other restrictions.  
  Look for Krugman, Yardini, Zweig,  
  Mankiw, DeLong and many others. 



There are Gurus and then Prof. Siegel 



Forecasts 



NowAndFutures.com 

For:  Investor looking for what is likely to 
  be going on. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Interesting but hard to find charts. 
Provides: Lots of charts on state of a number of 
  markets. 
Suggestion: Just look around at the charts. 



How to use indicators 



www.investopedia.com/university/releases/ 

For:  Anybody who wants to learn about how to 
  interpret economic indicators. 
Cost:  Free. 
Strength: Learn how to interpret key economic and 
  market indicators. 
Provides: Links to 25 market and economic  
  indicators including the Fed’s Beige Book 
  on the status of the economy where you 
  How well do market indicators work 
  can learn what they are all about. 



How to Invest 



KnowledgeBase.MTA.org/ 

For:  Those wanting to learn more about  
  technical investing. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Scholarly articles on Technical Analysis. 
Where: Type in KnowledgeBase.MTA.org/ 
  Type “Technical Indicators” in box 
Provides: Links to technical papers on technical  
  indicators. 
 



Economic Forecasts: 



www.rbc.com/economics/economic-
reports/pdf/quarterly-economic-update/fcst-
june.pdf 

For:  Investor who rely upon econometrics  
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Provides detailed quarterly forecasts.   
  See next slide for example. 
Provides: A highly detailed report of key economic 
  items. 



Example: 



Where is the world going: 



www.acus.org/publication/global-
trends-2025-transformed-world 

For:  Long term investors who want a clue as 
  to where the world is likely to go. 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Provides scenarios for the world’s future. 
Provides: This report is from a little known US  
  government agency that prepares  
  scenarios for the near future.  This is a  
  must read for any serious investor. 
 



ETF Ideas 



ETFdb.com 
For:  ETFs are the future of investing   
  and this site provides really good  
  information. 
Strength: ETF commentary 
Cost:  Free for 6-months then about $195/year 
Provides: Sends out daily E*mail    
  Commentaries and ideas that are   
  surprisingly useful. 
More: This is a treasure house of good ideas   
  “Want-a simple-3-ETF-portfolio-here- 
  are-25-of-them.” 
 





VisualMVO Buffet Allocations 



The FED’s  Business Outlook Survey:  



What and Where and Why! 

For:  This is for an investor who wants to know
  where the market is going. 
Strength: A reliable summary of how business’s feel
  about the next six months. 
Cost:  Free. 
Provides: The report provides the results of a survey
  of how business operators feel about their
  future. 
Where: www.phil.frb.org/research-and-  
  data/regional-economy/business-outlook-
  survey/2013/bos1013.pdf  

http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/regional-economy/business-outlook-survey/2013/bos1013.pdf�
http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/regional-economy/business-outlook-survey/2013/bos1013.pdf�
http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/regional-economy/business-outlook-survey/2013/bos1013.pdf�




My longtime favorite: 



Gummy-Stuff: 

WARNING:  Don’t start with Gummy-stuff For:
  Those who are into learning about 
   investing. 
Where: www.oss.cc/free/gummystuff/default.asp 
Cost:  Free 
unless you are prepared to spend dozens of hours.  
It’s worth it! 
 
Provides: Hundreds of investing spreadsheets.  
Strength:  Many spreadsheets include derivations 

http://www.oss.cc/free/gummystuff/default.asp�


A professional market forecast: 



The Philly Fed Survey … 

For:  Investors who want a good look at the 
  future. 
Where: http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-
and-data/real-time-center/survey-of-professional-
forecasters/2013/survq313.cfm 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: A compilation from 41 professional 
  forecasters. 

http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/survey-of-professional-forecasters/2013/survq313.cfm�
http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/survey-of-professional-forecasters/2013/survq313.cfm�
http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/survey-of-professional-forecasters/2013/survq313.cfm�


You want research, we got research 



The Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

For:  This site is not for amateurs.  Its as good
   as it can get. 
Where:
 http://www.ny.frb.org/research/staff_reports/in
dex.html  
Cost:  Free 
Strength: This is real cutting edge stuff and it is the
   input for Fed decisions. 

http://www.ny.frb.org/research/staff_reports/�


So what’s the Fed going to do? 



g  p   
clue 

For:  Investors who want to know when to be 
in the market. 
Where: http://tfc-
charts.w2d.com/marketquotes/ZQ.html 
Cost:  Free 
Strength: Clues you in on Fed moves if you know
   how to interpret the table.  I’ll tell you 
  on the next slide. 

http://tfc-charts.w2d.com/marketquotes/ZQ.html�
http://tfc-charts.w2d.com/marketquotes/ZQ.html�


This is the next slide. 

The second column is the 30-day TBill futures 
settlement value. 
100- settlement value is the implied Fed Funds 
rate. 
If rates go up, corporate profits go down.  Look for 
the month-to-month change and remember that it is 
usually between 4 to 9 basis points.  Look for 
anomalies – sudden jumps – for these provide the 
clues to future Fed actions.  As a rule, the best time 
to invest in equities is on the second drop in the 
rate. 



Homework assignment:  Would 
you invest in GURU? 
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